
KHATMANOVO: Yevgeny Shifanov, co-owner of an
organic farm, says his business has felt the sting of
Western sanctions and he is no longer able to sell his
grain to Europe. But the 42-year-old puts on a brave
face, saying he is pivoting to ex-Soviet countries
such as Belarus as well as domestic clients. “We are
more interested in our internal market, our econo-
my,” the co-owner of Chyorny Khleb (“Black
Bread”) told AFP. Shifanov’s business-located in the
village of Khatmanovo, some 150 kilometers south of
Moscow on the banks of the Oka River-is one of
numerous small farms that have mushroomed in
Russia over the past decade.

Moscow’s military intervention in Ukraine has
devastated crops and farming in the pro-Western
nation and disrupted crucial deliveries from Ukraine
fuelling concern about hunger and food prices
worldwide. The military campaign also put a major
focus on Russia’s own agriculture sector. The coun-
try is the largest wheat exporter in the world and
has been accused by the West of using grain as a
geopolitical tool. While Russia appears to be calling
the shots in the current grain standoff with the West,
experts say that its own agricultural sector is also
bracing for tough times.

At Chyorny Khleb, which cultivates cereals on
just over 1,000 hectares of land, green wheat stalks
are knee-high. The farmers are enjoying a relative
lull before harvesting starts in late July. “In March or
April, we begin to prepare the land, then we plant.
Soon we will reap the results of our work,” said
Alexei Yershov, a 28-year-old tractor driver before
climbing into his red-and-black tractor and setting
off into a buckwheat field.

New reality 
The outlook for the season is good, with the agri-

culture ministry forecasting a harvest of 130 million
tons including a record 87 million tons of wheat. But

the farmers admit they have struggled since the
onset of unprecedented Western sanctions. “We
have faced logistical problems,” said Shifanov,
adding that he has partners in Europe and Israel but
the trucks carrying his farm’s produce abroad were
blocked at the border.

“We have buyers abroad, but we can’t do any-
thing, we can’t deliver there, now we can only make
do with our domestic market,” he said. He added
that he was also searching for partners in Belarus,
Armenia and Kazakhstan. The farm is gradually
adjusting to the new reality. Like many other Russian
businesses, the farm went on a “panic buying” spree
in the first few weeks of the crisis, purchasing a
year’s worth of packaging supplies that are now
gathering dust.

One of Shifanov’s partners is now running out
of glue needed to make labels. “It was imported
from Europe,” said Shifanov, standing in a shed
between mounds of wheat. “They are trying to
solve the problem via China but the logistics
remain complicated,” he added. In a nearby build-
ing, Roman Tikhonov, 40, works on an Austrian-
made wooden milling machine. The miller said that
the farm is learning to operate without foreign-
made spare parts.

“Recently, something broke, we found the materi-
al and fixed it,” he said. “Before the spare parts
arrived from Austria, we waited a long time, now we
make them ourselves, it’s faster.” The Ukrainian-
made milling machine next-door has been receiving
its spare parts via Belarus since the outbreak of hos-
tilities between Ukrainian forces and Moscow-
backed separatists in 2014. Shifanov nevertheless
says he is relieved that his tractors were mainly
made in Russia or Belarus.

Trading at a discount
The grain market is also adjusting to the new

conditions. Before Russia’s military campaign, the
price of wheat was already high at around $300 per
ton but now it is more than $400. Andrey Sizov, the
head of Sovecon, a Russian agriculture consultancy,
said that Russia is now selling its grain-just like its
oil-at a discount.

“The war discount for Russian grain is $20 per
ton,” he told AFP. “Russian grain has become cheap-
er than, for example French grain, because you have

to reflect and price in those additional costs like
freight, insurance, problems with payments.” Sizov
also pointed out that not only do farmers face higher
production costs due to inflation, authorities in 2021
introduced strict export taxes that take about “30
percent of farmers revenue”. “The irony is current
record high wheat prices were driven mainly by the
Russian war but at the same time Russian farmers
are not benefiting from them.” —AFP

Tesla shareholder sues 
Musk over harassment 
and racism complaints
NEW YORK: A Tesla shareholder has filed legal
proceedings against Elon Musk and the compa-
ny’s board of directors, accusing them of ignor-
ing employee complaints of racism and sexual
harassment. The lawsuit - brought forward
Thursday by plaintiff Solomon Chau in Texas
where Tesla is headquartered - argues that an
unaddressed “toxic workplace culture” at the
company has caused “irreparable” reputational
damage and financial harm.

The action was the latest against Tesla, which
has been hit by a spate of sexual harassment
lawsuits and Black employees complaining of
rampant racism. In February, the state of
California sued Tesla over alleged discrimination
and harassment against Black employees at its
Fremont plant near San Francisco, saying in a
complaint that the company had created a
“racially segregated workplace.”

Thursday’s court filing stated that a “toxic
environment took shape internally for years and
the truth about Tesla’s culture has only recently
emerged, leading to actions by both regulators
and private individuals.” The lawsuit asserts that
Musk, who is Tesla’s executive director, and its 11
board members ignored several “red flags”,
which resulted in the departure of numerous
highly qualified employees and set off a series of
costly legal proceedings.

“These wrongs resulted in significant dam-
ages to Tesla’s reputation, goodwill, and stand-
ing in the business community”, the lawsuit
states, and “exposed Tesla to hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in potential liability for violations
of state and federal law.” In another lawsuit last
year, Tesla was ordered to pay $137 million plus
interest to a former elevator operator at its
Fremont factory for turning a blind eye to
racism. Earlier this year, the penalty was
reduced to $15 million.

Other legal proceedings, in particular from
Black women employees who claim to have been
victims of racial slurs and inappropriate sexual
remarks by colleagues or superiors, are underway.
Tesla, which has barely responded to requests
from journalists since late 2020, did not respond
to a request from AFP. Musk was also sued on
Thursday by an investor in dogecoin, who says he
lost money after investing in the cryptocurrency,
and described himself as an “American citizen who
was defrauded” by what he called a “Dogecoin
Crypto Pyramid Scheme.” —AFP

Ukraine war disrupts crucial deliveries, fuelling concern

Russian farmers seeking to 
ride out Western sanctions

TULA: A tractor tows a harrow on the field of Chyorny Khleb (Black Bread) enterprise in the village of
Khatmanovo in the Tula region some 150 kilometers outside Moscow. Yevgeny Shifanov, co-owner of an
organic farm, says his business has felt the sting of Western sanctions and he is no longer able to sell his
grain to Europe.  —AFP

Russia gas squeeze 
threatens Europe’s
stockpiling plans
PARIS: With France becoming the latest country to
be cut off from Russian natural gas, and supplies
sharply reduced in Italy and Germany, Europe’s
summer stockpiling plans are looking shaky. As the
war in Ukraine nears its fourth month, Moscow is
hitting Europe - which gets some 40 percent of its
gas from Russia - where it hurts. Several European
countries, including Italy and Germany, are highly
reliant upon Russian gas for their energy needs and
Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi has bluntly
accused energy giant Gazprom of lying over the
reasons for the cuts.

Europe uses less gas in summer months as it
does not need to heat buildings, but countries are
racing to replenish their reserves for the following
winter. The EU wants the gas storage infrastruc-
tures of its member states to be filled to at least 80
percent of their capacity by November. The gas
squeeze, which pushes prices up, “has conse-
quences, not immediately on consumption, but on
stockpiling”, Draghi said Thursday, adding that
Italy’s reserves were at 52 percent.

‘Gas as weapon’ 
The reduction in supplies will also be costly for

manufacturers - especially in countries like
Germany, where factories in the chemical, steel,
cement and fertilizer industries need huge quantities
of gas. “The Russians have been using gas as a

weapon for a long time,” Thierry Bros, a professor
at the Sciences Po university in Paris, told AFP. “The
Kremlin uses the principle of uncertainty, one day
something and the next day something else, to...
stretch the commodities market and drive up
prices”.

Poland, Bulgaria, Finland and the Netherlands
have had their natural gas deliveries suspended over
refusing to follow Russia’s demand that it be paid in
rubles. The latest blows hit France Friday, where
operator GRTgaz said it had not received any
Russian gas by pipeline since 15 June, and Italy,
which faced a third day of reduced supplies. On
Friday, Europe’s reference natural gas price, Dutch
TTF, reached 130 euros ($137) per megawatt/hour
compared to 100 euros on Wednesday - and 30
euros a year earlier.

Breaking European unity
France had been relying on Russia for about 17

percent of its gas, most of which arrived via
pipeline, with the rest being brought in liquid form
by LNG ships. The reason for the cut is unknown -
but follows a 60 percent reduction in deliveries to
Germany via the Nord Stream 1 pipeline. Italy’s Eni
said it will receive only 50 percent of the gas
requested Friday. Draghi has rejected Gazprom’s
excuses, saying the reasons “we are told, are techni-
cal”. “We and Germany and others believe that
these are lies”. The Russian company, he insisted
Thursday, was using gas for “political” ends.
Germany’s economy and climate minister, Robert
Habeck, has described the gas cuts as “a showdown
with (Russian President Vladimir) Putin”.

“This is a decision he is making arbitrarily -
that’s how dictators and despots act.” Gazprom,
however, says Moscow has every right to play by

its own rules over the cuts. Bros at Sciences Po
said Gazprom “does not need any justification”. “It
is cutting in a differentiated way to break
European unity.” EU countries have scrambled to
wean themselves off Russian energy but are divid-
ed about imposing a natural gas embargo because
several member states are heavily reliant on
Moscow’s supplies.

Some are considering installing new terminals
to boost their capabilities for liquefied natural
gas (LNG). France has already greatly upped
purchases of LNG since the February invasion
and its terminals are close to their maximum,
according to GRTgaz. The country has become
the largest buyer of Russian LNG in the world,
according to Lauri Myllyvirta, an analyst at the
Centre for Research on Energy and Clean Air
(CREA), which published a report on Russian oil
and gas sales this week. —AFP

Brazil’s Petrobras 
raises fuel prices
RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil’s state-owned oil compa-
ny Petrobras announced Friday it is raising fuel
prices, infuriating President Jair Bolsonaro as he
faces an inflationary spike and a re-election bid in
October. Painful price increases, especially for food
and fuel, have emerged as a key weak spot for the
far-right incumbent. Petrobras, the largest company
in Latin America, said it will hike gasoline prices by
5.18 percent and diesel prices by 14.26 percent
starting Saturday.

It blamed “a challenging scenario in Brazil and
the world,” the latter a reference to the war in
Ukraine, which has triggered higher oil prices
around the world. Brazil has already seen fuel prices
surge by over 33 percent in the past year, according

to official figures-with the last spike in gasoline and
diesel rates coming three months ago.

Bolsonaro reacted angrily saying Petrobras
“could sink Brazil in chaos.” In May, Bolsonaro dis-
missed the president of Petrobras, who had been in
the job for just 40 days, with the country’s energy
ministry saying “Brazil is currently experiencing a
challenging moment.” As in many countries of the
world, prices are soaring in Brazil. Inflation stands at
11.73 percent, far above the central bank’s target of
3.5 percent.

The bank raised its benchmark interest rate for
the 11th straight time on Wednesday as it battles
inflation. Bolsonaro faces an uphill battle against
leftist ex-president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva (2003-
2010), who leads in opinion polls and is remem-
bered for presiding over a booming economy. That
is a sharp contrast to today, with Brazil’s economy
struggling to bounce back from the pandemic and
now reeling from the inflationary pressures
unleashed by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. —AFP

SAO PAULO: A man on a bicycle passes by the Sao
Paulo Stock Exchange (B3) in downtown Sao Paulo,
Brazil. Shares of Petrobras plunged more than 10% on
the Sao Paulo Stock Exchange amid political tensions
after another fuel price hike strongly criticized by
President Jair Bolsonaro.  —AFP

BERLIN: Photo shows the headquarters of Russian gas
giant Gazprom’s German branch Gazprom Germania in
Berlin. —AFP
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CALIFORNIA: A Tesla car arrives at a service center
in Los Angeles, California.—AFP

Germans turn to 
food banks as 
inflation hits
BERLIN: German pensioner Gabriele Washah waits
in line to fill her trolley with bags of carrots for 50
cents, yoghurts just past their sell-by date and
bunches of wilting flowers. With the cost of living
soaring across Europe, the 65-year-old retired
shop assistant is one of many Germans turning to
food banks to make ends meet.

“Sometimes I go home from the shop almost cry-
ing because I can’t afford it any more,” she told AFP
outside the row of stalls in Bernau, near Berlin.
Nestled in an alleyway behind a big chain supermar-

ket, the food bank sells at greatly reduced prices
groceries donated by supermarkets, as well as cheap
prepared meals. Here, customers can pick up a full
trolley of food for around 30 euros (around $32).

For Washah, that means bread, butter and her
favorite sandwich filling, sausage-”which used to
cost 99 cents ($1.02) but now sometimes costs more
than two euros”. Driven by the war in Ukraine, infla-
tion in Germany soared to 7.9 percent in May-its
highest level since reunification in 1990, with food
prices among those worst affected. Demand for
food banks across the country has increased “sig-
nificantly” since the start of the year and doubled in
some areas, according to a spokeswoman for the
Tafel food bank network.

There are around 1,000 such schemes in
Germany, run by volunteers and available to cus-
tomers on a means-tested basis. Groceries, while
donated, are still sold rather than given away free to

the customers as the Tafel has to cover running
costs, including rents and electricity. The organiza-
tion too has had to put up prices because their run-
ning costs have risen. “It’s not just one product,”
said 69-year-old pensioner Peter Behme. “All the
prices are going up.”

Poverty line 
In a bid to ease the pressure on squeezed

finances, the government has lowered taxes on fuel,
drastically slashed the cost of public transport and
promised all taxpayers a one-off payment of 300
euros. But Behme remains unimpressed. “I don’t
know where the government help is going,” he said.
Even the food banks themselves are feeling the
effects of the massive inflation. “We have had to
raise some prices by 20 or 50 cents because we
need money to replenish our stocks,” said Malina
Jankow, manager of the Bernau food bank. —AFP


